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Random Generators can help us create new ideas by making new combinations from lists of possible
options (variables). For example, they can be used to instantly create spontaneous descriptions of
characters, places, and items. This makes them great inspiration for Game Masters running roleplay
threads. This page lists all the available random generators.

History

Star Army first added random generators in 2010. Originally most of the random generators on Star Army
were in the form of PHP pages but in 2021 we moved most of them onto the wiki (Note: this is still
ongoing) after commissioning the creation of a plugin that made this possible. Doing this extended the
ability to make and edit random generators to all Star Army members.

Currently Available Generators

Here's the currently available generators, sorted by category.

Characters

These generators create descriptions for individual people.

Birth Date
Body Measurements
Star Army of Yamatai Characters
Random Nepleslian Military Characters
NMX Nekovalkyrja
Random Origin Industries Employee
Random Hobby Generator

Items

These generators make items or provide randomness to items.

Star Army Type 30 Ration
Star Army Type 38 Ration

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=places
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=items
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:game_master
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=calendar:2021
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:birth_date
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:body_measurements
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:star_army_of_yamatai_character
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:nepleslian_military_characters
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=faction:mishhuvurthyar:nmx:nekovalkyrja#random_generator
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:origin_industries_employee
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:hobby
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:foods:field_rations_type_30#random_generator
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:foods:field_rations_type_38#random_generator
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Setting

These generators make places and new parts of the universe.

Random Civilization Generator
Random Starport Generator
Random Tavern Generator

Scenarios

These generators create a situation for characters to face.

Random Gunshot Injury Generator
Random Starship Damage Generator

Other

These generators don't really fall into the above categories.

Dice Roller �

Apps

These are downloadable generator programs.

Alien Species Generator
Star Army Item Generator and Decoder

Other Sites

These websites also have useful random generators.

Page Title URL
Chaotic Shiny chaoticshiny.com/…
NameGenerator.biz namegenerator.biz
Springhole random generators springhole.net/…
Seventh Sanctum seventhsanctum.com
Serendipity nine.frenchboys.net
Squid.org Random Name Generator squid.org/…
RANDOM.ORG random.org
donjon.bin.sh scifi generators donjon.bin.sh/…

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:civilization
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:starport
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:tavern
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:gunshot_injury
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:starship_damage
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=random_generators:dice_roller
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=alien_species_generator
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=sarp:saig
http://chaoticshiny.com/index.php
https://www.namegenerator.biz/
https://www.springhole.net/writing_roleplaying_randomators/index.html
https://www.seventhsanctum.com/
http://nine.frenchboys.net/
https://squid.org/rpg-random-generator
https://www.random.org
https://donjon.bin.sh/scifi/
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Page Title URL
D&D Dice Roller wizards.com/…
Inkwell Ideas Random Inn Generator inkwellideas.com/…
Random Sci-Fi Story Ideas scifiideas.com/…
Fantasy Name Generators fantasynamegenerators.com
Writing Exercises and Prompts writingexercises.co.uk/…
Star Nation Generator ironarachne.com/…
Alien Food Generator scifiideas.com/…
Futuristic Food Generator scifiideas.com/…
Frugal Autochef Randomizer perchance.org/…

Notes

Wes created this article in 2010 and gave it a major update in August 2021.

For discussion of the PHP-cased generators, see this forum thread.
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